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Two radically different views of conceptual relativism have been
defended in recent years. According to one, Davidson's, the very
idea of a conceptual scheme-and, therefore, the doctrine of conceptual relativism, which assertsthat different thinkers may possess
different conceptualsclrcmesand ttus live in (at least)different mental worlds-is o[ectionable.l As Davidson seesit, different people
may possessdifferent languages and thus desibe the world differently, but their languges are mdually translatableand the assertions they rnake are true or false by virtue of a correspondence(or
lack of zuctr)with a comrnon world.z The alternative vbw, accepted
moat firlly, perhaps,by Hilary Rrtnam but acepted in part by Nelson
Goodman and others,3is that conceptual relativism is a sound doctrine, that people with different schemesdo in&ed construct their
own realities, and that there is no neutral, "ready made" world by
reference to which the assertionsof different thinkers are properly
assessed.
It seemsto me that neither of thesealternativesis correct the truth
is approdmately in the middle. Like Davidson, I believe that there
is juS one world and that mattenof-factualtnth is, at bottom, a matter
of correspondence.On the other hand, I am convinced that different
people may conceive of the world in fundamentally differmt ways
and that, properly understood, there is nothing philosophically ob
s
iectionable in the idea d alternative conceptual schemes.I shall attempt to defend my view on these rnattersby commenting critically
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on the alternatives I oppose.
The strength of Davidson's case dependspartly on ihe obscurity
of his target, for the idea of a conceptual scheme has not been ade
quately clarified by philosopherswho honor it. Davidson himself
doesn't pretend to have a dear understanding of the idea he is attacking; his point, really, is that no one has sudr an understanding.
Nevertheless,for the salceof argunrent, he does his best to make
senseof the idea. His provisional srpposition is that people with different conceptual echemes have different languages and that if
people have the sameconceptualscheme,ttrcy either have the same
Ianguageor have mutually trarslatable languages.(He also seems
to suppme that if the conceptudschemesare different, tlrc languages
they are associated with are rot only diferent but mutually untranslatable.f He later days with two common rnetaphors:one, that
conceptualrhemes "organize" somefhing(orpedence,possiblyhand
two, that they "fit" something (possibly ttrc world or, again,
experience)
I shall argue, later on, that his way of characterizing a corrceptual
ochemeis not fully satisfactory. It is, nevertheless,an initially plausible characterization, for the doctrine of onceptual relativism is
often defended by reference to languagesand to the supposedimpossibility, sometimes, of providing faittful translatbns in one
language for typical utterances in another. In addition to being an
initially plausible characterization for a significantly dark
philosophicalnotion, itslimitations, when exposed provide the basis
for a better onception, one that malrcsconceptualrelativism a much
more attradive doctrine.
Davidson's prorrisional supposition, to repeat, is that the concep
tual schemes associated with two languages are different if, and
presurnably only lf, those languagesare not mutually translatable.
Although this idea is initially plausible,it is qickly rendered dubious
by a curently favored notion of translation. This currently favored
notion was developed by Quine in his discnssionof translationd indeterurinacy,and anyone who acrceptsit will probably feel ccnpelled
to conclude at once that different aonceptual schemesdo not exist
and never will exist. The reason for this is that Quine's notion of a
translation of one languageinto another is, in spiteof dl the qualifications he introduces, a dgnificantly weak relatbn-so weah that a
theoretically acceSable transhtion manual will no doubt exist forc$
any two languagesor dialects,at teast if ttny are comparably rich.s
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A manual of this kind provides a systematic orrelation between ap
propriate segments('words') of the relevant verbal behaviors; and
although a systematic correlation adequate as a hanslation must
satisfy reasonable con$raints, all the conatraints that have been
suggestedasreasonablewould seemto allow more than one translation manual for any two full-blown languages.This, substantially, is
"translational indeterminacy": acceptabl6 translations are always
relative to atranslation manual;mce than onezuch manualalways
exists;consequently,no translation is correct in a nonrelative (or "ab
solute') sense.6
As far as I can tell, Davidsondoesrpt share Quine'sview of [anslation, but he confessesto the belief that somethingis a languageonly
if it is translatable into ours. He aclcrowledges, however, that this
belief "ougtt to emergeas the condusion of an argument"; and he
proceeds with the argum€nt of his paper. Since his argument is
developed in a sornewhatcasualway, withvarious twiSs, turns and
off-ttrcsrff remarks,it is worth obcerrringthat the conclusionhis argument supportsis nd (and perhapsisn't intelded to be) this particular
belief. The concluabn is, rather, a more conplex contertion amounting to something like this:
Any daim to the effect that a Eystemof behavior is (a)
language, O) not translatable into ourg and (c) associated
with a onceptud scheme is false.
Since Davidson is pobably supposingthat a language translatable
into ours is not (or is not reasonably said to be) associatedwith an
"alternative" conceptual schetrE, the condusion he reaches is, if
sound, a plausible refutation of conceptual relativism.
Davidson's argument for the contention above has the general
logical strudure of a rductio ad ab*rdum applied to two cases.The
case$are given by the srrypositionthat languagex is not trandatable
into language y iust in caseeither (a) x is wholly untranslatable in
y or O) x is partially untranslatable into y and partially translatable
into it. Davi&on's argurnent for the first caserestson one of the standard metaphorsusedto characterizea conoeptualschemenamely,
that a onceptual schemeis sonething that'fits" reality or perhaps
experience. Something satisfying this condition must be "largely
true," Davidson says;yet accordflngto "our best intuition as to how
the concept of truth is used," lve cannot "dirmrce the notion of truth
from that of translation.'? We ciannot, thereforg $ppo6e that a
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languagewholly untranslatabhinto ours is associated
with a conceptualscherne.And this is contrary to our initial assumption.
Davidrcn'sargumentfor theothercaseis basedon thepremissthat
even a partial translationof a languge into ourrscan zucceedonly
if speakersof that languagesharea good mary (perhapsmost)of
our beliefsand concepb;a translationschemethat doesn'tsatisfy
thls conditionis impossible.
here
0 takeit that Davidsonassumes
that if a languagex is translatableinto oure,a translationscheme
must exist at leastpotentially,so that there is a signiffoantdegree
of sharedbeliefsbetweenspeakersbf x andus.)Yet if thereis such
a sharingof beliefsand concepts,the two languagesare not (contrary to our initial assumption)
associatedwith alternativeconcep
tualschems.Consequenfly,
anyclaimto theeffectthat a"language"
eitherwholly or only partiallyuntranslatableinto oursis associated
with an alternativeconceptualschememust be false.
I think it i$ fair to say that there are severalpoints of weakness
in Davidsonsargumenl As he understandscorceptualrelativism,
the suppositionassociatedwith fir$ caseis ttrc important one to
refut*-the suppcition, namdy, that a languagex is wholly untranslatableinto a languagey.8Yet the key premisses
Davidsonuses
in refutingthis suppositionare both extremelydubious.Tlp first is
dubiousbecauseit plaes undueweight on a nrcremetaphor,that
of a conce$ualscheme"fitting" something.Sirrcethere is nothing
initially imphusiblein theideathat analternativeconceptualscheme
may deserveto be rejectedbecauseit providesan erroneouspicture of the world, we can't be expectediust to assumethat the
metaphorof fitting is applicablein all cases;we needa compelling
argument,which Davidsondoesn'tsupply.TIre secondpremissis
dubiousbecauseit is far from evidentthat the predicate"true" has
anything to do with translation.eWhenwe say that an assertion,
remark,or beliefis true,presumablywe meanthat tlrc relevantob.
jectsareastheyareass€rte4remarke4or believedto be.Ou r4eaning here concern$the relation betweensomethinglinguistic or
cognitive(tlrcassertionor belief)andcertainotjects in the worldand this relation is independantof dictionariesand translation
manuals.Davidrcnmightbe preparedto srpportthisseond premiss
with a carefirl,detailedargumert,but until hedoesso,hiscaseagainst
conceptualrelativisn will remainsignificantlyweak.
As I mentionedearlier, Davfrlsonfinds it difficult to makesense
of the ideaof a languagethat cannotbetranslatedinto our language.
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If one thinks of translation as hi or even Quinedoes,Davidson'sview
is difficult to avoid even if one is unimpressedby the argumentI have
been discussing. To provide a fair assessment of conceptual
relativism, we should therefore spend a little time considering
whether a stricter notion of translation canbe found or constructed.
Beniamin Lee Whorfs essayswould appear to be a natural place
to look for such a notion.loAs Davidsonobseryes,however,Whorf is
not as helpful as one might wish. After claiming that Hopi
incorporates a metaphysicsso alien to ours that Hopi and English
cannot be "calibrated,"Whorf does not hesitate to use English to
"convey the contents" of sample Hopi sentences.lt Whorf
unquestionablydoesthis, but should we agreewith Davidsonthat in
"conveying the contents" of Hopi sentencesWhorf is offering a
translation of those sentences?The right answer, I believe, is "yes
and no." Whorf believedthat some native Americanlanguagesare so
different from Englishthat sentencesof one could at best be "crudely
paraphrased"in terms of the others. Yet he sometimes calls these
crude paraphrases "translations." A sympathetic reading of Whorf
makes it advisable to think of two sensesof "translation," a strong
and a weak one. Whorf would presumably allow that all languages
are translatable(into English,at leastlzJin the weak senseof being
crudely paraphrasableinto iL But he would deny that they are
translatableinto it in a more exactingsense,one involving a wordby-word translation or one attributing say, a subject-predicate
structure to the non-Englishsentence.
Whorf says of Nootka "the sentencewithout subject or predicate
is the only type."tsIn fact,he says"Nootkahas no parts of speech;the
simplest utterance is a sentence...."For the Nootka sentence
tl'imshaya'isita'itlma, Whorf offers "he invites people to a feast" as a'
"ffanslation," but he complains that this translation "falsely splits the
sentenceinto subject and predicate."Actually, he says, the native
sentenceis a complex of simpler sentences,with no nonsentential
Parts:
((
It begins with the event of 'boiling or cooking' flTmsh; then
comes=ya ['result') = 'too1."d';then -ls ('eating') = 'eating
cookedfood'; then -ita ['those who do') = 'eatersof cooked
food'; then -'itl ('going for'J; then -ma, sign of third-person
indicativq giving tl'imshaya'isita'itlma, which
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answers to the crude paraphrase, 'he, or somebody, goes for
(invites)eatersof cooked food.'14
Thesewords by Whorf need careful, syrnpathetictreatment, for they
certainly don't bear out this claim that the smallestNooka utterance
is a sentence.On the other hand, he does-idendfyboth a "translation" (which he says is bad) and a nrore compliiated and revealing
"crude paraphrase"of it. He seernsunable to produce a good, reveal.
ing, symbol-by-symbol translation. Evidently, he doesn't think that
such a translation is possible.
Why does Whorf believe in onceptual relativism (or his version
of itf The answer is that he has mastered and thus understands
severalnative American languageswhich he carmotcorrelate closely
with English or other lndo.European langrnges. As Davidson
observes, he says they don't "calibrate." Whorf's complaints about
"calibration" raise a problem rather than resolve one, but every
reader intereSedin "corrceptualsch€mes"must find them sugestive.
One point should be clear at the outset, however: Whorfls inability
to correlate Hopi or Nootka with English in a very close way-or
even to $ve them a Davidson+tyle"interpretation" in an En$ish
(or any other) metalanguage4esn't even faintly suggestthat he
does not really understand them, or that his understanding of them
is in any way limited. He under*ands them thoroughly-as he
understandsEnglish-if he possesethe relevant competencein their
use. This ompetence is adequately is adequately shown if he
can communicate successfullywith native speakers,responding ap
propriately to their utterances,and so on.
The fact that Whorf cannot conelate segmentsof, say,Nootka with
segmentsof English in a way that would provide more than what
he would call a "loose paraphrase" of sentencesof one in terms of
the other does not, of course, prove that no such correhtion exists.
On the other hand, his inability to provide such a correlation may
provide good evidencethat there is no "natural"corelation between
them-no correlation that he would take to provide a good translation. I think there is somethingintuitively important about tNs sort
ol "natural" correlation"but the problem is to make senseof such
a tNng.
If one considersttnt languagesseemmore or lesssimilar to frrglish
and that the notion d translation as both Quine and Davidsonunderstand it does not adnit of degrees(according to Quing you either a'
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have a translation manrnl or you don't; according to Davidson, you
either have a truth-theory or you &n't) an alternative account of
translation seemsimperative. Fortunately,an approachto such an
account is suggestedby Nelson Goodman'sprocedure in his classic
paper, "On Llkenessof Meaning.'ls Although Goodman is even
more wary about "intensions"than Quine or Davi&on, he worked
out in that paper a purely extensional meansof estimating likeness
of meaning between predicates, terms, or referential expressions
generally. His criterion, or test, is applicable only to expressionsof
a single language, but I think it can be extended to opressions of
different languages.
Goodman's criterion is based on the distinction between the
primary and the secondary extension of a term of predicate. The
dencitation ol a term is its prirnary extension; its secorxCaryextension is the denotation of compounds in which it occurs. Goodman
introduced this distinction to point out a dear, silensional difference
between terms that have, like "centaur" and "unicorn', the same
extehsign but differ in nnaning. Thedifference he identifies depends
on differences in secondary extension, for the compound "centaurdescription" differs in denotation from the correspondingcontpound
"unicorn description." Such differences permit one to offer an extensional definition of synonymy-namely, that the rderential expressionsA and B are synonymousiust when they have the same
primaryand secondaryextensions.Croodmannotes that, if the compounds conbrming to the pattern "an A descrision that is not a B
description" are deemed relevant to the definition, different terms
will invariably be rendered nonsynonymous. &r the ottrer hand, if
we considerthe variety of compoun& in which two expressionshave
the samesecondaryextension,we can speakof the extent to which
those expre$sionsare similar in meaning. The idea is that they are
similar in meaning to the degree that their pnmary ard secondary
extensions coincide.
To extend this apparatus to expressionsbelon$ng to more than
one language,we miglfi begin by a$endlng to the contiruity between
idiolects, dialects,and languages.Roughly speaking,a language(ordinarily considered)is iust an aggregateof dialects,which are in turn
aggregatesof suMialece and eventully idiolecta Although idiolects
of different dialects belonging to a common larguage may differ in
significant ways, speakers of those idiolects rnay have no troublq.
understandingone another-in fact, they rnay fail to notice that they
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are actually speaking different dialects. Now, as philolo$sts like to
emphasize,most European languagesare classifiableas dialects of
Indo-European.From this point of view, "rouge" and "bleu" differ
from "red" and "blue" in fundamentally the same way as my
midwestern "idea"e differ from my students "ideeyer"s they count
as replicas of the same IndoEuropean word. Of c0urse, dialects do
not exacfly coincide in total vocabulary, but many differences that
are $aring to someonenew to acertain dialect (appearingto involve
different words) often turn out to be owing mainly to peculiarities
of pronounciation. A striking example of this is the ancient Greek
Epyov (or "ergon") and the English"work." The former, I am told,
was originally begun with a digamma, which had a sound we would
represent by "w"; thns, "ergon" was originally something like
"wergon." But the ancientgamma(or'd') isa voiced versionof the
consonant that has a k+ound when unvoiced, so "wergon" is just
a variant of "werkon," where the terminal "-on" is merely a Greek
ending that, in this case, has no semantic significance and can be
ignored for comparativepurpose$.This leavesus with "werk," which
appears as "lVerk" in C-crman(where it is pronounced verk) and
"work" in En$ish, the Greek "e" (or epsilon) gradating into the
English "o" as it does in the move from "held' and "hold" Thus,
in spite of ttnir striking differmce in appearance,"ergon" and "work"
are fundamentallythe samelndo-Europeanword-tokens, asit were,
of a common type. ln this regard "ergon" and "work" are jointly comparable to countless (almost) other pairs, of which "f&herie" and
'fishery" are obvious instances
When we considermodern Europeanlangrnges,we mfht say that,
just as the sound "pen" is very dissimilar from its printed replicas,
the soundor shapeof "la plume de ma tante" isvery differmt from
the sound or shapeof "my aunt's pen." Nevertheless,any compe.
tent speakerof French and English will allow that these expressions
have the sanreprimary entensionand significantly similar secondary
extensions."[a plume de ma tante" b, for example,a pendescription
and an auntdescription; and "my aunt's pen' is bthune dercriptiondeJaplume andunedwription4ela4anfe. Uke an actor who is the
master of six accents-Manhattan, Bostonian, upperdass Texan,
Oxford-University-English,and so on--such aspeaker mfht vary the
pronounciation of lrdo-European from Frerrchto English Of course,
these different dialects will possessmany of their own distinctive
words or classificatory label+-words that are not "mispronounced"
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in other dialects-but this is characteristic of dialecB generally:
dialects of southern American English (those of Georgia,Texas,
Mississippi)are also more or lesssimilar in the words they contain
and the patterns they include.
lf we do not exaggerate,in this way, the diffelences b€tween IndoEuropean dialects, we find that we can naturally speak of close
degrees of meaningJikenessbetwen expressims belonging to the
whole family. Such similarities are absentwhen we move outside
the family, and a speaker like Whorf, who is at home with dialects
in and out of the family, will be $ruck by the fact that, fu such pairs
of languagesas Englishand Nootka (or relevant dialectsthereof), expressionscan rarely be found that overlap even in prirnary extension. One can point to a robin, or draw a picture of the bird, and
while one will know that a certain predicate of English is applicable
to it, one rnay discover that a corresponding e:pression of Nootka
is not so applicable, or not appropriate to one's curent visual
stimulus.Caseslike this lend great plausibility to the contention of
Whorf and others that languagespairs such as English and Nootka
are not associatedwith any commonconce$ual schemeor scheme
of classification.
To make this last contention credible, I have to stressthe importance of another linguistic continuity-this time between language
and metalanguage.A standard r,rnyof avoiding semanticparadoxes
is to distinguistL within a natural language,an obiect language and
Though this maneuveris
an unendinghierarchyof metalanguages.
helpful in aroiding the relevant paradoxes,it is clearly artifrcial and
capable of raising other problems, at least for the unwary. I believe
that one such problem concernsthe notion of a predicate'sextension. Philosopherswtro, like Quine, place great weight on the distinction supposethat, to specify a predicate's reference or extension,
one must proceed (or one inevitably does proceed) in a distinct,
higher-order language.This supposition transforms the subiect of a
predicate's reference into a sutject involving the relatbn between
two different languages-a subject that leads Quine to his doctrine
of semantic$ranslationalandreferential)indeterminacyand the view
@resumably)that any two languagesare mutually translatable.t6I
think it is important not to forget that the predicate "refers to" or
"applies to" are Englbh words and that one oan specify the reference
of a predicate-say what a prediete appliesto-without moving out- t
side of what is reasonablycalled "English."
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lf one saysthat the predficate"hors€s"appliesto horses,one is mentioning and using the vuy mme English prdlate; one is not, except in a sigdficantly artificiat sense,referring to one expressionand
using another that is naturally said to be its translation. When we
learn a language,we learn (among other things) to identify expree
sions belonging to it,rz and we also learn what (atuong other things)
these expressionsapply to. In learning, for exanrple, that crocodiles
are animals,we also learn (if Englishis our language)that "animal"
appliesto crocodilesand, if our learning is at first had, that "crocodile"
applies to sorneanimals.This learning accordswith a pattern we can
easily generalize:
If "-" applies(indifferently)tO ***tts, then **r**s ar€ -si
and if '*****" appliesto some-s, then some-s are ****rs.
This pattern, which is one of rnany that a fluent speakerof English
naturally m6ters, involrcs a crucial and specialsegmentationof one's
own language into recurrent parts or words; it is not merely a
segrnentationthat accordswith the "analytical $lpotheses" that the
speaker of some other language might formulate in an attempt to
interpret one's languagein his (or her) terms.
It seemsto me that, if one accepts the fact that every language
carries with it a distinctive se$nentation and that the extensionsof
expressionsin languges like Engfishcan be specifiedin hvored ways
within those languages,one stnuld allow that speakers who are
masters of different languages and can $rvey these distinctive
segmentations,thus comparing the relevant e:ilensions,can determine in a favored way the extent to which the languagesare
translatable. Perhaps all languagesare mutully translatable in
Quine'swealcsenseof "translatable," but they ar€ not so translatable
in the tougtnr senseI have in mind. lt is this tougher sensethat concerned Madimir Nabakov when he produed his highly literal but
(as he admitted) unpoetiG,ugly, bumpy English version of Pushkin's
EugeneOnegin--orre in which he attempted to replace deliberately
archaic (slanry, colloquiali uncornmon, "portmanteau" etc.) Russian
words with comparably archaic (slangr, and eo forth) English
counterparts.lE
From one point of view, the remarksI have beenmaking here are
compatiblewith Quine'sthesisof translational(and referential)indeterminacy.Translatability in the tough senseis, one might say, r
translatability that is rclative to ryecial tranCation manrnls, or
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favored segmentationsand favored extensions;it is not independent
of all manualswhatever. There is always, in principlg more than
one way of systernatically correlating distinguishable segments of
individual or community verbal behavior, and translation (or the
assignmentof segmentsto segmenb) is always relative to a chosen
system of correlation. But if, in some cases;certain means of correlation arefavored in ttn way I haveexplained, then certain translation manuals have a favored stafus; and when we speak, in a
nontectnical way, of translations, we have those special manuals in
mind. Soin a sensetranslationis not "merely" relative; in the tough
sense certain languages aren't fif Whorf is to be believed) really
translatable at all: the most one can offer are "crude paraphrases,"
or translations in a weak, artilicial sense.
I think it is fair to say that, if the expressionsof two langrnges are
not strongly translatablebut only crudely paraphrasable,then those
languagescannot involve anything that is reasonably called a common concegual scheme.I would nd concludehom this, however,
that if languges are stron$y translatable, then they are associated
with a commoncorrceptualscheme.I wouldr't draw this conclusion
because,contrary to the supposition Davi&on makes in discussing
the idea of a concephralscheme,I do not think that languagesshould
be taken to be asmciated with particular (or single) conceptual
schemesat all. As I see it, a conceptualscleme is best understood
in relation to a system of beliefs, assertions,or classificatory principles that may, along with other (sometimesincompatible)sysems,
be expressedin a partiorlar language.Thus, while I can agree that
two languageswhose expressionscannot be "calibrated" are not
associatedwith any conrmon scheme,I am not prepared to concede
that if they can be so calibrated, there is a particrtlar scheme
that as languages they both qrpress, sharg or involve.
c embodiedin language,
When a conceptualscheme'tsexpressed
the relevant expressionsare systematizedin a particular way. My
claim is that a language(diolect, dialect)can be systematizedin many
ways for many different purposesand that, although some of these '
ways are sulficiently thoroughgoing to involve the construction (in
whole or part) of what are reasonably called onceptual schemes,
no schemeof this kind is characterbtic of a languageitself. My view
on this ma$er requires some elaboration.
One prrpose for which we may systematizea languageor desc4ip
tive vocabulary is to classify various obiecb. If we have singled out
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a domain of living thingsdivided into animalsand plants,we might
adopt various ways of dassifying the members of these subclasses.
As far asanimalsare concerned,we might adopt a traditional scheme
lnvolving warm-and cold-blooded vertebrates. In adofling such a
scheme, we conceive of animals as related in a partiorlar way: !5o
conceived, snakes and turtles are closely re[ted vertebratesmembers of the kind, reptiles. As it happens,this sort of scheme is
out of date in contemporary biology, for animals are no$' classified
partly by reference to their physiology or DNA, and hom that point
of view turtles are much closer to birds than ttny are to snakes.le
A schemethat is outdatedis not thereby eroneous or false,however;
it merely does not accord with a new classificatorypurpose.
A notoriously fundamentalclassificatorypurposeis asmciatedwith
ontology. Since the beginning of philosopNcal time, philosophers
have been oncerned to place the various "things" we speakof into
ontological categories,somemore fundamental than the rest. From
this point of view, a herd of goatsor a pair of glovesmay be declared
less fundamental (or less"real') that the individral goats or gloves
in question. In our century a favored strategy in metaphysics is
linguistic, and those adopting the stratery arc apt to make their point
in the "formal mode," saying,for instance,tluitexpresions such as
'herd'and "pair" are mere fagonsde parlu, eliminabh in careful,
sober speechby expressionsreferring to individual goats,gloves,and
their relations to others. When Russell adopted this strategy, he
argued that the only e:pressions not eliminable in favor of others
apply to entities of just two categories, attributes (or "universals")
and particuhrs.2o
It is important to realize that metaphysical classificationsare not
prompted merely by worries related to expressionsin ordin4ry use.
Historically, they have been prompted by perplexities concerning
the nahrre of all sortsof entities-of numbers,points, partides, fields,
temporal intervals, and rational beings-and how such things fit
together into a coherent, unitary system. Russdl thought that relativity physics required us to concdve of the world as a system of
"events" arranged in a fourdimensional manifold, spacetime.2l We
ordinarily speakof obiects.-chairc,for example-as persistingin time,
but such "obiects" have the fictitious reality, Russell ttnught, of a
pair of gloves:the reality correspondingto our everyday object-word
"chair" b a spatiotemporally extendedseriesof chair-eventsor chairstages,each such event or stage being a complex reality consistingf
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(at one level of anatysis)of the micro+tages appropriate to micro'
objects. Russell's conception of the world-his conceptual
framework-was furdamentally different fromthat of [.dbniz, whose
ontolo$cal views were equdly comprehensive.As everyone knows,
leibniz conceived of the world as a system-of temporally extended
but spatiallyunextendedmonads.Uke Russell,Ieibniz was willing
to speak with the vulgar and say that ttere are tables and chairs,
even though he was convinced that such entities were merely "wellfounded" (but ultimately fictional) "phenomena".22
One mearn of introdrrcing some systeminto a language is to identify certain expressionsas primitive and others as derivative or defined, the ideabeing that the latter are, in principle,eliminablefrom
the languagein favor of the former with no lossin factual content.
In the seventeenthand eighteenth centuriesphilosophen attempted
to found what is in dfect this distinction on our alleged built-in mental capacities-on our innate ideas and our ability to combine them
into certain sorts of compounds(rationali$s),or on orr ability to
generateprimitive ideashom operience and construct compounds
from them (empiricists).This meansof supporting the distinction is
no longer fashionable,but one still hearsit argued (asStrawson did)
that certain "concepts" are reasonably considered primitive on the
ground, roughly, that they are "lo$cal ingredients" in other concepts
but not viceversa.23Those whq like most philosopherstoday, are
doubtful about ostslsive definitions and analyticity would have to
base such a distinction on a very different ground-perhaps on the
belief that the referents of certain terms (ordinary phyical objects,
events, or perhaps sensedata) actually belmg to the world and that
other termscan be understoodascollectively providing convenient
but theoreticallydispensablemeansof dealingwith thosegenuinely
existent entities. The crucial point implied by this aproach is that
if a language(idiolect or dialect) is understood as,at bottom, a mere
systemof verbal behavic---or as a cdlection of expressions('words")
usedin accordancewith a particular grammar-then a languageinvolves no distinction between primitive and derivative (or "defined")
expressions. Such a distinction may, at best, be imposed on a
languageby this or that pNlosopher (or thinker) for this or that purpose; it is not intrinsic to a language itself. I accept thb view-and
its (virtual) consequencethat a particular conceptual schemeis not o
intrinsic to a languageeither.
For reasonsnone too dear to me, philosopherslike Davidson have
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little to say about systematizinga languageor dialect in the ways
I have mentioned. Davidson, in particular, deals with ontological
questionsby refererrceto a sernanticaltheory, one taking the form
of a truth-theory for a language(or, perhaps,idiolect).In line with
this, he insists that, to account for variouq inplications between
sentencesof English,one must con$ruct an appropriatesemantical
theory. According to the theory he favors, sentencessuch as "Mary
smiled yesterday" are true iust in casecertain "events" actually existed (or occurred). His idea is not that such things (an4 no doubt,
things like numbers,points, times,classes,and fields of force) must
be allowed to exist in a manner of speaking; his idea ls that, if we
accept the relevant sentencesas true, we must acknowledge the existence of such things tout court.
Quite apart hom any doubts I may have about Davidson's treatment of various sorts of English sentencesia his "r4etlnd of truth"
in m€taphysicsseernssimply to bypassthe fundamentalissuesin the
subiect, and do so in an unilluminating way. flhe same is true, I
hasten to add, of other attempts to resolve metaphysical issuesby
a straightforward application of truth*onditional or model-theoretic
semantics.)lf one is worried about the "reality'' of this or that sort
of entity---of spatial points, temporal instants,causalconnections,attributes, sets,possibleworlds, electromagneticfields,quanta,and the
like-any theory that assigns truth-conditions to sentences in a
systematic way and des not attempt to deal with the distinctive
featuresof thesesupposedentitites will be virtually uselessfor one's
metaphysical purpoes. Thus, while there nny be contorts in wNch
it is illuminating to say 'There are sets" is true (in L) if and only if
there are sets. the context I have described is not one of them.
As I mentioned earlier, Russellshowed us how to reconstructmuch
of our languageso that it involves an ontolory of events,one in which
space,time, and persisting things (or continuants) are mere logical
constructions. Others have tried to show how everyday speech,at
least, can be systematized so that it involves an ontology of continuants, one is which events, spacg time, and causation (or causal
sequences)are mere constructions.2sEach such system of language
is reasonably said to provide, or perhaps embody, a conceptual
scheme,and each is alternative to the other. Being thus alternative
does not require the schemes to be associated with different
languages-let alone with languagesthatare mutually untranslatablc
in some strong sense.Alternativeness is a matter of systematic dif-
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ference in tte relevant languages-of different descriptiveapparatus.
I have argued elsewherethat this sort of differerrce does not always
amount to an incompatibility becausethe systems I have iust de'
scribed could corrceivably (but in fact need not) apply to the same
world.26On the other hand, I can think of no rcasonto believe that
all pairs of schemesshould have this character.
What I have been sayrngthus far supports, directly or indirectly,
the following contentiqr: There is nothing philosophicallyobjectionable in the very idea of a conceptual scheme; the idea can be
rendered perfectly reasonablealong the lines I have indicated. Having suported this contention, I mw turn to the other principal ques.
tion on my agenda:Are Putnam and others right in thinking that
the.existenceof different (or alternative) corrceptualschemesundermines the traditional view that there is really iust one world, which
may be described in different ways?
Any discussionof what there "really" is should be clear about the
idea of reality, or what is real. To achieve this clarity it is useful to
recall that ttp term "real" (or ralis,its latin syrnnym) was invented
as a philosophical term in the thirteenth century to apply to things
whose e<istenceis independent of anyone's belief about (or mental
attitude to) them. The intended @ntrast to real thing wu imaginary
thing or fiction. Given this understanding of the world "real," the
question to ask in relation to a plausible form of "metaphysical"
realism is whether the obiects towhich a girrcn conceptis applicable
would have existed if that concept had not been invented This is
the important questiontoask becaus multipleworlders (asthey may
be called) support their doctrine by insisting that the obiects (and
thus the world) of a conceptual scheme is partly "constructed" by
that scheme,so that difbrent schemes"constrrct" different worlds.
Their general idea is that any world not thus "constrrrcted"would
be an unknowable thing-in itseff, not the knowable reality that sober
thinkers investigateand describe.2T
To answer the questbn that b crucial here, it is helpful to con- .
sider a specificexample. As I explained earlier, the concept of a rep
tite is a hurnan invention that is no longer emfloyed (or is at least
currentty criticized) by zoologists. A specific question to ask, then,
is whether there wqrld be reptilesif the conceptof a reptfle had never
been invented.
r
As it happens,there is a reptile-a Sarter snake-in my woodpile
right now. Is it true (or must we say) that that particular snake would
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not have existed if the concept of reptile had never been invented?
The question requires us to evaluate the truth of a counterfactual
conditional-the sort of assertionthat is notoriously difficult to answer
in the abstract.Nevertheless,an affirmative a$rwer seermreasonable
in this case. If the concept had not been inventd, the snake would
not then be dassifiable as a reptile, but it wouldstill be a snake (and
classifiableas such),and it would still satisfy the cmcial description
"cold-bloodedvertebrate." It is not as if the animal would in any way
be changed by the absenceof a concept. "What's in a name?-that
which we call a rose/ By any other name would smell as sweet."
If we look at a wall covered with wallpaper having a highly complex design, we may dbcern various patterns in it-iust as we can
often discernthe shap$ of human facesin cloudsor vegetation.AIso,
an arrangement ef shapescan be described to us, and we can then
see whether the wall (or regions in it) satisfy the description or not.
As a general matter, our surroundings can always be described in
different ways, but they imposelimits on the truth of possibledescrip
tions becausenot every description will fit them. A wall that can be
truly described in different ways is really such that the different
desryiptions are applicable to it.
In '"The Very ldea of A Conceptual Scheme'Davidson critieized
two metaphors that are often used to characterize conceptual
schemes.According to one, a conceptual scheme is supposed to
"organize' (ry$ematize, divide up) something;accordingto ttre other,
a conceptualscheme"fits" something(the world, obFcts, experience).
I believe that the remarks I haveiust madeshow that both metaphors
may ad,tnlly be dl rigtrt. A conceptualschemecan organizea world
by providing a systernof predicatesthat apply to and thereby classify
(or rystematically interrelate) obiects discernible in it; it mdy fit a
world in the sensethat the relevant predicatesare satisfied@erhaps
to an adequatedegree)by the objects thus discernible. In taking ob
iects as the correlates of fitting, I betray my conviction that facts are
really fictions (not real things).And in contrast to Davidson,I believe
that real things do make statementstrue.2EThe statement "My skin
is warm" is made trueby my warm skh; if I had cold skin, the state
ment would have been false.
The idea that we "construct" our reality has a Kantian ring, and
many-worlders often write as if Kant proved it true, or rendered it
credible. But lhnt is (to put it mildly) easy to misunderstand, and<
his achievement is eas'yto midescribe. However successfulhe may
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have been in his first critique, he dlln't come close to showing that
the world we experiene-the world that exists in spaceand timeis actually trrt together by our transcendentalselves,as if by ghostly fingers. The only way a mind(transcendentElof not) can organize
a world is by representing in it an organizedway. What we construct
is a worH picture-c, better, a world story for the pichre consists
of iudgments,and ttrcse,when asserted,yieH stories rather than pic.
tures or objects in a worldMy principat conclusions in this paper are these. If the notion of
a conceptual schemeis understood along the lines I have indicated,
then there is nothing philosophically obiectionable in the foleathat
different corrceptualschemesare possible. lf, in addition, different
schemesmay be used to distinguish different obiects in the world
and classifuwhat they distingubh in different ways, theoedifferent
schemesmay yet apply to the very same world. This world, though
describablein radically different ways, is not thereby indeterminate,
ineffable,inscrutable noumental or ready-nrade.My way of describ
ingconceptual schemeshas the consequence,perhaps,that Russell
and leibniz had (at leut officially) differmt conceptual schemes,
though they could un&rstand each other's language. But it is
reasonable for all that.A
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